
G E T  T H E  G L A S S Y

G L O S S Y  G L O W

Glass skin is the transformative skin trend that

had us one step closer to achieving the overly

glossy, glassy, poreless radiance, that oriental

women seem to wear so effortlessly. Let’s take a

long, hard look at what it really takes to achieve

the kind of skin that arms us with a just-had-a-

facial appearance, projecting an enviable inner-

glow, where uneven, tired, and stressed skin

becomes a thing of the past. 

As with most things in life, there’s no

quintessential quick fix, it’s going to take a little

bit more time, effort, and patience to become

the dazzling-faced diamond that you were born

to be. Remember the 10-step skincare routine?

Starting with a strategic 9-step skin routine is

the best place to start! Read on to discover the

must-have tips and tricks.

HOW TO GET GLASS SKIN

The glass skin trend is based on double

cleansing and layering light, hydrating and

effective formulas that aim to treat various skin

ailments, whilst creating an ultra-glossy glow.

STEP 1: BUT FIRST… THE GENTLE GIANT

CLEANSE

For any skincare routine, facial cleansing is

always number one, cleansing cuts through the

dirt, grease, makeup, and other impurities that

have accumulated throughout the day, from

the skin’s surface to give a clean and smooth

finish. Gentle but effective is key here. 
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Glass-like glossiness is the ultimate

goal here, so choose a cleanser that

will inject some much-needed

brightness into your complexion:

DHC’s Deep Cleansing Oil a

lightweight botanical formula loaded

with Vitamin E-rich olive oil and with

deep cleansing properties, removing

all traces of sebum, makeup, and

sunscreen. Squeeze a small amount

and gently massage into your face, 

 allowing the water-soluble formula to

get to work, you’ll be glad to know that

it wipes away easily without leaving

the dreaded oily film, but instead, a

transformed, silky, and refreshed glow,

and if that wasn’t enough, it’s suitable

for all skin types!

STEP 2 & 3: THE SECOND CLEANSE

WITH EXFOLIATION

To achieve squeaky clean skin, make

way for that second cleanse, the aim is

to remove any forgotten dirt and

residue from the first cleanse. A gentle

foaming cleanser that exfoliates is your

best friend. Try DHC’s Face Wash

Powder, which is gentle enough for

daily use, with its calming and

softening ingredients. After wetting

the face, combine a small amount of

the powder with water, lather up, and

massage all over the face, being sure

to rinse thoroughly.

STEP 4: CLARIFY + HYDRATE WITH

TONERHydrating formulas are the real

heroes around here, make way for a

supercharged spritz that will blitz

through and tone away any excess

nasties for a super clear canvas. DHC’s

Super Collagen Mist is packed with

skin-plumping collagen to promote

firmness, acting as a much-needed

hydration booster. 
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Spritz  4-6 inches away onto face, neck,

and décolletage and wipe away with a

cotton pad.

 

STEP 5: E IS FOR ESSENCE

Time to prepare the skin for yet more

moisture! A non-irritating alcohol-free

lotion is the best way to hydrate the skin,

preparing it to receive the full benefits

from moisturizers. DHC’S Mild Lotion is

enriched with antioxidants, providing a

seal of protection to the skin’s natural

moisture barrier, providing a shield

against environmental aggressors

STEP 6: SHINE ON WITH SOME

SERUM!

Superpowered serums offer a super

boost when your skin is crying out for

some of that much-needed TLC,

depending on your skin concerns DHC’s

Super Collagen Supreme offers a

weightless feel with easy absorption,

delivering the highest concentration of

collagen to the top layer of the skin,

allowing you wave goodbye to

dehydration over time, whilst preparing

you to say hello to a  smoother, brighter

complexion. Pump a small amount and

gently pat across the face, neck, and

décolletage.

STEP 7: MASK UP! 

Don’t miss the last step towards glowing

like a glowstick! Covering your face

drenched in a sheet drenched in skin-

loving moisture-rich ingredients really is

the way forward. DHC’s Bio-Cellulose

Mask is the only bit of skin armor that

you could need to leave you with that

“just had a facial sheen” without make-

up or the perfect base that allows

makeup to glide on seamlessly.

STEP 8 : PERFECT AND PROTECT THE

PEEPERS!

The delicate eye area is reliant on an all-

you-can-eat buffet of hydration and

protection since the skin as it’s the

thinnest. DHC’s Concentrated Eye Cream

is a rich and renewing cream that works

to improve the appearance of dark

circles, fine lines, and crows feet whilst

protecting against free-radical damage.

Smooth a tiny amount across the brow

and socket bone, patting gently from the

inner to the outer corner of the eye.

STEP 9:  MAKE WAY FOR MORE

MOISTURE.

One of the final and most important

steps is to treat your skin to a moisturiser

that offers day-long hydration, brightness,

and maximum comfort and protection

against free-radical damage and

environmental aggressors that accelerate

the aging process. DHC’s Astaxanthin

Collagen All-in-One Gel is an all-around

miracle worker, its lightweight gel

formula glides onto skin like cool silk,

absorbed at lightning speed, forming an

invisible shield with Vitamin C & E,

hydrolyzed collagen and hyaluronic acid

to make way for clear, healthy, supple

and glowing skin.

STEP 10: THE SUNSHIELD FOR YOUR

SKIN

It’s not just the sun-worshippers that

need to take note of here, as much as we

love the sun, going unprotected exposes

skin to harmful rays, accelerating the

aging process among other skin

imperfections. DHC’s Brightening

Sunscreen SPF 30 Broad Spectrum offers

protection against harmful UVA & UVB

rays, along with vitamin C and E offering

yet more hydration and brightness than

we bargained for


